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Microsoft Exchange Server 2007 was made to help you handle e-mail, meeting management, and other essential office services.
Microsoft Exchange Server 2007 For Dummies helps you get a handle on Exchange Server. Pretty slick, huh? Here’s the
lowdown on installing and administering Microsoft Exchange Server 2007 and taking advantage of all the enhancements in
Service Pack 1. With this handy guide, you’ll be able to maximize the security, reliability, and speed that Exchange Server 2007
provides. Assess your organization’s needs to determine which edition of Exchange Server best meets them Explore what
Exchange Server does, then plan, install, and configure it Consider how your users work with their mail and customize your set-up
to facilitate their needs Learn to use the Exchange Management Console Use the new Exchange Server security features to
protect e-mail from viruses, spam, phishing, and other threats Set up an offline address book, use templates, and develop custom
forms Create settings for the most efficient interaction with clients, use multiple mailboxes, and view digital certificates Manage
resource scheduling and interactive calendars Troubleshoot your configuration, perform regular maintenance, and be able to
recover from mail-specific problems Monitor Exchange Server performance and maintain databases, mail flow, and peak
performance Microsoft Exchange Server 2007 For Dummies gets you ready to exchange problems for solutions. Note: CDROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not included as part of eBook file.
Team Foundation Server is now for everyone! Team Foundation Server is an integral part of Microsoft's Application Lifecycle
Management suite for managing and delivering software projects. The 2013 update has opened up TFS for everyone by
expanding capabilities to support iOS, MacOS, Android, and Java development. Professional Team Foundation Server 2013
covers the latest updates for Agile Project Management, Test-Case Management, Release Management, and shows new users
the TFS workflow for managing and delivering products. The authors leverage their positions as MVP Microsoft insiders to guide
you step-by-step through all things TFS, as well as help prepare you for the Team Foundation Server Certification Exam. Provides
a broad overview of Team Foundation Server for developers, software project managers, testers, business analysts, and others
wanting to learn how to use TFS Gives TFS administrators the tools they need to efficiently monitor and manage the TFS
environment Covers core TFS functions including project management, work item tracking, version control, test case
management, build automation, reporting Explains extensibility options and how to write extensions for TFS Helps certification
candidates prepare for the Microsoft Team Foundation Server 2013 certification exam Professional Team Foundation Server 2013
is the ultimate guide to mastering this invaluable developer's tool.
Build SOA applications on the Microsoft platform in this hands-on with this book and eBook.
ASP.NET 4 is the principal standard for creating dynamic web pages on the Windows platform. Pro ASP.NET 4 in VB 2010 raises
the bar for high-quality, practical advice on learning and deploying Microsoft's dynamic web solution. This edition is updated with
everything you need to come to grips with version 4 of ASP.NET, including coverage of ASP.NET MVC, ASP.NET AJAX 4,
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ASP.NET Dynamic Data, and Silverlight 3. Seasoned .NET professionals Matthew MacDonald and Mario Szpuszta explain how
you can get the most from these groundbreaking new technologies. They cover ASP.NET 4 as a whole, illustrating both the brandnew features and the functionality carried over from previous versions of ASP. This book will give you the knowledge you need to
code real ASP.NET 4 applications in the best possible style.
You’ve run into this issue numerous times. You are developing an ASP.NET application, and you need to incorporate functionality
that comes pre-packaged in SharePoint. Wikis, blogs, document management, user authentication, access management—common
needs across a variety of solutions. Without guidance and examples, interacting with underlying SharePoint components can be
challenging, and working with the different SharePoint APIs is complicated. This book will introduce you to a variety of techniques
to master the art of developing ASP.NET applications that are built upon a SharePoint foundation. With these techniques you can
start using SharePoint as a development platform to enhance and complement your ASP.NET development. You’ll explore:
Integration with SharePoint components The SharePoint/.NET/IIS implementation Configuration management Code Access
Security Feature packaging Proper use of SharePoint APIs Advanced deployment techniques Pro ASP.NET Sharepoint 2010
walks you through all of the steps needed to successfully build and deploy ASP.NET solutions within the SharePoint platform.
You'll then be able to greatly enhance your applications and build unique solutions that are a mixture of SharePoint and ASP.NET.
Steven Sanderson has seen the ASP.NET MVC framework mature from the start, so his experience, combined with
comprehensive coverage of all its features, including those in the official MVC development toolkit, offers the clearest
understanding of how this exciting framework could improve your coding efficiency—and you'll gain invaluable awareness of
security, deployment, and interoperability challenges. The ASP.NET MVC Framework is the evolution of Microsoft's ASP.NET web
platform. It introduced a radical high–productivity programming model that promotes cleaner code architecture, test–driven
development, and powerful extensibility, combined with all the benefits of ASP.NET 3.5. An integral benefit of this book is that the
core Model–View–Controller architectural concepts are not simply explained or discussed in isolation, but demonstrated in action.
You'll work through an extended tutorial to create a working e–commerce web application that combines ASP.NET MVC with the
latest C# 3.0 language features and unit–testing best practices. By gaining this invaluable, practical experience, you can discover
MVCs strengths and weaknesses for yourself—and put your best learned theory into practice.
Visual Studio 2008 is packed with features that help you create better software and do it with less repetition and drudgery. Visual
Studio 2008 All-In-One Desk Reference For Dummies shows you how to make the most of this cool suite of tools! It’s all here!
This comprehensive, seven-books-in-one guide gets you up and running with Visual Studio 2008 in no time. You’ll discover
Microsoft’s vision for Visual Studio, get familiar with the .Net environment and languages, and learn how to install, browse, and
make connections with Visual Studio. Soon, you’ll be building applications for Vista, Office 2007, and mobile devices; using AJAX
and LINQ; and testing and debugging your programs. Discover how to: Understand Visual Studio’s role in software development
Work with .Net languages Develop applications for Vista Build smart client interfaces Use the visual data designer Use Ajax
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controls Streamline application deployment Debug your applications Explore ASP. NET services Work with strongly typed data
sets Access data with Visual Studio Program with Visual Studio 2008 Build professional reports with Crystal Reports Fully updated
with new information on Vista and .NET Framework 3.0 development, MS Office application development, and more, Visual Studio
2008 All-In-One Desk Reference For Dummies also features a companion Web site packed with sample projects, supplemental
podcasts, and a support forum. You’ll never find a smarter way to get up to speed with Visual Studio 2008!

Windows Server 2008: The Definitive Guide is a complete soup-to-nuts reference and practical guide to everything in the
latest release of Microsoft's widely used server operating system. With this book, you'll come away with a firm
understanding of what's happening under the hood of the server, with a thorough discussion and treatment of each of its
major components. You'll find complete coverage of: Indispensable features such as the Domain Name System, Active
Directory, and User Services New features such as the Internet Information Services 7, Server Core, and Windows
Terminal Services And much more This is the only book you need to become familiar with Windows Server 2008.
Whether you're an experienced system administrator or one who's just beginning, you'll turn to this practical and
comprehensive guide again and again when you need to understand this complex but adaptable product.
Best Damn Windows Server 2008 Book Period, Second Edition is completely revised and updated to Windows Server
2008. This book will show you how to increase the reliability and flexibility of your server infrastructure with built-in Web
and virtualization technologies; have more control over your servers and web sites using new tools like IIS7, Windows
Server Manager, and Windows PowerShell; and secure your network with Network Access Protection and the Read-Only
Domain Controller. Web server management with Internet Information Services 7.0 Virtualize multiple operating systems
on a single server Hardening Security, including Network Access Protection, Federated Rights Management, and ReadOnly Domain Controller
Provides information on Windows Vista security issues and tools, covering such topics as password management, e-mail
security, firewalls, browser security, data protection, network security protecting against viruses and spyware, and using
encryption.
If you’re curious, but hesitant, about finding your way around Microsoft’s new Windows Server 2008, Windows Server
2008 For Dummies is the book for you. This friendly reference shows you everything you need to know — from installation
and deployment to building and running a Windows Server 2008 network. Server-based networking really is a big deal,
and this 100% plain-English guide helps you make the most of it. You’ll find out about Windows Server 2008’s important
functions, capabilities and requirements; develop a network implementation plan; take a step-by-step walkthrough of the
installation process; and get valuable tips on how to boost your bandwidth beyond belief! Before you know it, you’ll be
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configuring connections to the Universe, working with active directory, and treating domains and controllers like old pals.
Discover how to: Build and connect your network Install and configure Windows Server 2008 Set up and manage
directory services Manage users and groups Install and manage print servers Secure your network Troubleshoot active
networks Plan for installing Active Directory Proclaim and manage your own domain Resolve names between TCP/IP
and NetBIOS Manage shares, permissions, and more Develop and implement a regular backup protocol Windows Server
2008 For Dummies may be easy-going, but it’s simply packed with need-to-know stuff that will send you diving into
Windows Server 2008 experience just for the fun of it. So start now!
As the first update to Microsoft's server operating system in nearly five years, Windows Server 2008 boasts the new
Internet Information Services 7.0 (IIS 7), which is the largest departure from previous versions of IIS ever. Written by an
author team that includes four Microsoft MVPs, this book shows you how to take advantage of these exciting new
features of IIS 7. With a clear understanding of IIS 7, you'll learn to deploy, install, monitor, manage, and secure an IIS
environment with confidence and ease. Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not included as part
of eBook file.
Get the tools you need to build real software solutions on the UC platform Unified Communications (UC) integrates realtime communications (telephony, video conferencing, speech recognition) with non real-time communication (voicemail, email, fax) to unify users across multiple devices and media types. This book offers practical development advice based
on the authors’ experiences developing solutions on the UC platform. You’ll discover how to solve problems and get
answers to common questions that you may encounter while developing solutions with the UC APIs. Begins with an
overview of Unified Communications (UC) development Covers areas of custom development with Microsoft UC APIs
and describes in detail their various functions Goes beyond simple samples to teach you how to build real software
solutions on the UC platform Demonstrates how to add context to, build kiosk solutions, integrate Communicator
functionality into an application, debug UCMA applications, and more This book shows you how to integrate
communications functionality into your applications and so much more.
Questions about Exchange Server 2010? Flip open this easy-access guide! Have all your questions about Microsoft's
new Exchange Server 2010 answered on the spot with this handy reference guide. Designed for easy access with
special headings, thumb tabs, easy-to-read lists, and more, this book is the perfect quick resource for those day-to-day
issues that come up just when you least expect them. Covers the number one product of its kind, Microsoft Exchange
Server 2010 Offers a quick-access reference for your day-to-day administration of Exchange Server 2010 Includes thumb
tabs, secondary and tertiary tables of contents, and special heading treatments to provide quick and easy lookup, as well
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as quick-reference tables, lists, and step-by-step instruction to provide Exchange administrators answers on the spot
Keep this helpful, handy guide within easy reach.
?????Windows Server2003?Microsoft.NET?????????,???????.NET???????????,??UML????????????????????????????,
???????????
In this book, you’ll be introduced to the features and capabilities of ASP.NET 3.5, as well as the foundation that
ASP.NET provides. Updated for the latest release of Visual Studio, this new edition adds five hundred pages of great
new content compared to the original 2.0 version of the book. Including both printed and downloadable VB and C# code
examples, this edition focuses even more on experienced programmers and advanced web development. New coverage
includes new chapters on IIS 7 development, LINQ, ASP.NET, Silverlight, and many others.
The System Administration Guide describes the concepts and high-level steps to implement, deploy, maintain, tune, and
troubleshoot a MicroStrategy business intelligence system.
Buy the print SharePoint 2013 Unleashed and get the eBook version for free! See inside the book for access code and
details. ¿ SharePoint 2013 Unleashed is the most complete, practical resource for¿all administrators, managers,
architects, users, and developers to make the most of Microsoft’s powerful new SharePoint 2013 platform. ¿ Drawing on
their experience implementing SharePoint solutions in hundreds of organizations, Michael Noel and Colin Spence focus
on what administrators and knowledge workers really need to know to effectively design, implement, configure, and use
SharePoint 2013. They fully address key SharePoint 2013 innovations such as PowerShell scripting to automate
administration and farm provisioning; better virtualization support; improved security and authentication; new business
intelligence tools, social networking improvements; enhanced lists; libraries; metadata; and more. ¿ Step by step, through
easy-to-understand examples, they help you streamline administration, optimize performance, control cost, and
implement high-value solutions for collaboration, document and web content management, and business intelligence. ¿
Detailed information on how to… ¿ Optimize your SharePoint 2013 design/deployment plan, right-size your server farm(s),
and improve scalability ¿ Reduce costs by virtualizing your SharePoint environment and automating farm deployment ¿
Optimize search with metadata, content types, and taxonomies ¿ Streamline management with PowerShell and the
SharePoint Central Administration tool ¿ Efficiently monitor, back up, and restore SharePoint environments ¿ Understand
new Shredded Storage capabilities and new Service Applications built into the infrastructure layer of SharePoint ¿ Deploy
SharePoint’s improved social networking features, including microblogging ¿ Deploy SharePoint as an extranet using
various external authentication providers ¿ Use powerful out-of-the-box workflows—and create your own with SharePoint
Designer 2013 and Visual Studio 2013 ¿ Build Business Intelligence solutions with PerformancePoint and Business
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Connectivity Services ¿
Microsoft System Center Enterprise Suite Unleashed is the first and only definitive real-world guide to the entire Microsoft
System Center Enterprise Suite. It brings together tips, tricks, best practices, and lessons learned by top consultants
who’ve deployed System Center in some of the world’s largest enterprises and most successful small businesses.
Drawing on years of early adopter and production experience, Rand Morimoto, Chris Amaris, and their team cover the
entire System Center lifecycle and its components for system configuration, operations management, data protection,
virtual machine management, help desk support, change management, asset control, capacity planning, and mobile
device management. You’ll learn about individual components and how to integrate them to build automated,
exceptionally efficient managed environments. For smaller businesses, the book also presents Microsoft’s streamlined,
lower-cost IT management offering, System Center Essentials 2010. Use System Center Configuration Manager 2007 to
image, update, manage, and support servers and clients Proactively monitor your systems to identify and fix problems
before they fail Use System Center Data Protection Manager 2010 to provide reliable, timely backup/recovery Implement
and manage all aspects of virtualization, including virtual guest sessions on both Microsoft Hyper-V and VMware Make
the most of System Center Service Manager 2010’s integrated tools for managing help desks, incidents, assets, and
changes Use System Center Capacity Planner to properly size, procure, and deploy new systems Remotely track,
secure, patch, update, and support mobile devices with System Center Mobile Device Manager Simplify small business
IT management with System Center Essentials 2010’s wizards and auto-configuration components
A comprehensive, easy-to-understand guide to Visual Studio 2010 Visual Studio is Microsoft's comprehensive
development environment that encompasses the .NET Framework, various programming languages, and ASP.NET.
Programmers love it for developing applications for mobile devices and the Web. Because Visual Studio can be complex,
the All-in-One For Dummies format makes it easy for beginners to grasp its different parts and get up to speed. Visual
Studio is a development environment used with various programming languages to create a variety of applications,
including those for the Web and mobile devices The updated Visual Studio 2010 features new emphasis on development
for Windows 7, cloud computing, and enhanced Web and Silverlight Visual Studio 2010 All-in-One For Dummies shows
how to build applications using the enhanced productivity features of Visual Studio 2010 Minibooks cover a Visual Studio
overview, getting started, building Windows 7 and cloud applications, data access, coding, and other IDE details Ideal for
new programmers or Java programmers who want to become proficient with Visual Studio Visual Studio 2010 All-in-One
For Dummies provides both a great instruction book for new programmers and a valuable reference for the more
experienced.
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Learning Web server administration doesn't have to be a frustrating experience, you can learn everything you need to
manage IIS effectively by reading this book. To learn how to manage IIS, you need practical hands-on advice from an
expert who has years of experience working with IIS. William Stanek is such an expert. By reading this book and working
step by step through the essential tasks discussed, you can learn to: Install Web and application servers, Enable and
configure remote administration, Perform administration using the command-line and Windows PowerShell, Configure
Web sites, servers, and virtual directories, Manage the global IIS configuration settings, Customize Web content, HTTP
headers, and error messages, Use included files, custom file types, and caching, Set up logging and track usage
statistics. This book is designed for anyone who wants to learn how to manage IIS, including those who manage or
support computers running Windows Server 2008 and Windows Server 2008 R2. Inside, you'll find comprehensive
overviews, step-by-step procedures, frequently used tasks, documented examples, and much more. One of the goals is
to keep the content so concise that the book remains compact and easy to navigate while at the same time ensuring that
the book is packed with as much information as possible--making it a valuable resource."
The purpose of this book is to prepare you to configure, manage, and support Internet Information Services 7.à (IIS 7.0) in an
enterprise environment.
Microsoft’s Windows Phone 7 handsets have injected a new vibrancy into the smartphone marketplace and provided bold new
opportunities for the Microsoft development community. Now in its second edition, Beginning Windows Phone 7 Development has
been written to help you identify those opportunities and to learn the skills you’ll need to harness them. It covers the very latest
developments in the field, including the extended APIs offered in Microsoft’s automatic platform update, so you'll have timely,
accurate information at your fingertips. Beginning Windows Phone 7 Development, Second Edition starts with the basics, walking
you through the process of downloading and setting up the right development tools, including Visual Studio, Expression Blend,
Silverlight SDK, and Windows Phone SDK. It then takes you step-by-step though the development process as you build and
deploy a working application, complete with a sophisticated user interface. Finally, you'll receive step-by-step instructions on
selling your applications through the Windows Phone Marketplace.
This exam is designed to validate skills as a Windows Server 2008 Server Administrator. This exam will fulfill the Windows Server
2008 IT Professional requirements of Exam 70-646. The Microsoft Certified IT Professional(MCITP) on Windows Server 2008
credential is intended for information technology (IT) professionals who work in the complex computing environment of medium to
large companies. The MCITP candidate should have at least one year of experience implementing and administering a network
operating system in an environment that has the following characteristics: 250 to 5,000 or more users; three or more physical
locations; and three or more domain controllers. A MCITP Server Administrator is responsible for the operations and day-to-day
management of an infrastructure of servers for an enterprise organization. Server administrators manage the infrastructure, web,
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and IT application servers, and use scripts to accomplish tasks on a regular basis. They conduct most server management tasks
remotely by using Terminal Server or administration tools installed on their local workstation. MCITP Server Administrators also
support engineering projects, and are responsible for server builds and configuration. * Targeted at MCSE/MCSA upgraders, AND
new MCITP certification seekers. * Interactive FastTrack e-learning modules help simplify difficult exam topics * Two full-function
ExamDay practice exams guarantee double coverage of all exam objectives * Free download of audio FastTracks for use with
iPods or other MP3 players * Comprehensive study guide guarantees 100% coverage of all Microsoft's exam objectives
Describes the features and functions of Microsoft Internet information server 7.0, covering such topics deployment planning,
installation, administration tools, application administration, security, and authentication.
Market_Desc: Experienced Windows Server and Exchange Server Administrators, and MIS professionals who need to learn the
features of IIS 7. Special Features: · Offers practical information · Provides new tools · Provides basic instruction, about the newer
version, to the veteran users About The Book: IIS 7 Implementation and Administration is designed to ease the learning curve for
experienced system administrators and other IT professionals and help them work with Internet application developers using the
new tools of IIS 7. Special sidebars throughout the book help developers coordinate their efforts with the administrator's
configuration and customization of IIS 7. By the time readers finish the book, they will know how to work with IIS 7 and see how
much better this product is than anything they've used in the past.
Portable and precise, this pocket-sized guide delivers ready answers for the day-to-day administration of SharePoint 2010.
Featuring easy-to-scan tables, step-by-step instructions, and handy lists, this book offers the streamlined, straightforward
information you need to solve problems and get the job done-whether at your desk or in the field! Topics include deployment, site
configuration, enterprise content management, search and indexing, workflows, shared service providers, information
management policies, scalability, availability, security, logging and processing analysis, and backup and recovery.
This comprehensive guide offers 100 percent coverage of the exam's objectives, real-world scenarios, hands-on exercises, and
challenging review questions Prepares readers to configure terminal services, Web Services infrastructure, security for Web
Services, communication services, and file and print services The newest set of Microsoft Certified Technology Specialist (MCTS)
and Microsoft Certified Information Technology Professional (MCITP) certifications will include exams on Windows Server 2008,
and this book is a must-have for those who are looking to upgrade their certifications For Instructors: Teaching supplements are
available for this title.

Portable and precise, this pocket-sized guide delivers immediate answers for the day-to-day administration of Web
servers running Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS) 6.0. Zero in on core IIS support procedures and everyday
tasks using quick-reference tables, step-by-step instructions, and lists. You get the focused, streamlined information you
need to solve problems and get the job done—whether you’re at your desk or in the field! Get fast facts to: Install Web
and application server components Learn core techniques
for managing IIS Configure Web sites, servers, and virtual
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directories Customize Web content, including error messages and redirection Manage Web applications, application
pools, and Microsoft ASP.NET Configure SMTP, POP3, and advanced messaging options Implement security
features—permissions, certificates, SSL Monitor and optimize IIS performance Manage IIS backups and metabase
configurations
Exam 70-643, Windows Server 2008 Applications Platform Configuration. The newest iteration of the Microsoft Official
Academic Course (MOAC) program for network administration courses using Windows Server 2008 and mapping to the
Microsoft Certified Technology Specialist (MCTS) 70-643 certification exam. The MOAC IT Professional series is the
Official from Microsoft, turn-key Workforce training program that leads to professional certification and was authored for
college instructors and college students. MOAC gets instructors ready to teach and students ready for work by delivering
essential resources in 5 key areas: Instructor readiness, student software, student assessment, instruction resources,
and learning validation. With the Microsoft Official Academic course program, you are getting instructional support from
Microsoft; materials that are current, accurate, and technologically innovative to make course delivery easy. Call one of
our MOAC Sales Consultants and request your sample materials today.
This book details the development techniques needed to work within the DotNetNuke framework. It discusses the
available methods to extend the framework, as well as the situations and rules governing when each respective
extension model should be used. Additionally, the book stresses leveraging the framework in as many areas as possible,
and ultimately using the framework to the advantage of the developer. Samples in the book are provided in both C# and
Visual Basic (VB), and provides some excellent new features that are supported, starting with DotNetNuke 5.0.
Market_Desc: · Experienced ASP.NET developers and experienced IIS administrators Special Features: · Wrox!· The
integration between IIS 7 and ASP.NET 2.0 provides administrators and developers many advantages in being able to
configure and extend both the server and the applications running on the server using the same tools· IIS 7 is a major
upgrade in capabilities and especially the integration between IIS and ASP.NET. This will be the first time in more than 5
years that IIS admins and ASP.NET developers have had key new IIS capabilities to learn About The Book: The deep
integration of the ASP.NET 2.0 with the latest version of the Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS7) provides
ASP.NET 2.0 developers with new exciting programming tools, techniques, and approaches that were not available
before. The ASP.NET 2.0 and IIS7 integrated infrastructure consists of the following five important interconnected
components and four key extensibility models.
If you work with identity solutions or structures, you will find Beginning Windows CardSpace: From Novice to Professional
essential to understanding and successfully implementing CardSpace solutions. Topics range from a fundamental
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discussion of identity to comprehensive coverage of Windows CardSpace. You'll learn what CardSpace is all about,
where you can and should use it, and how you would implement it. Additionally, multiple case studies showcase different
scenarios where the technology is employed. The book also includes high-quality demos with universal themes that are
applicable to your own work.
According to Microsoft, Internet Information Services (IIS) 7.0 is a web server that provides a secure, easy to manage
platform for developing and reliably hosting Web applications and services. With the new version of IIS, there are more
security options, 40 new feature models that allow administrators to customize their settings, and a new set of
administration tools. Administrators migrating from version 6 will find this How to Cheat book the perfect vehicle for
getting up to speed fast on the new version. IIS version 7 is the perfect product for the How to Cheat series. This new
version from Microsoft is an ambitious overhaul that tries to balance the growing needs for performance, cost
effectiveness, and security. For the average SysAdmin, it will present a difficult migration path from earlier versions and a
vexing number of new features. How to Cheat promises help get IIS 7 up and running as quickly and safely as possible.
Provides the multi-tasked SysAdmin with the essential information needed to perform the daily tasks Emphasizes bestpractice security measures Cover the major new release of IIS 7, which will create significant challenges for IT managers
With this book, you will learn how to create engaging and interactive web applications using the latest version of the
world's most popular web development platform: ASP.NET with AJAX, built on the productivity-enhancing features of
Visual Studio 2008. All you need to get started is a basic knowledge of HTML and a desire to produce professional
quality websites. Learning ASP.NET 3.5 introduces new skills in each new chapter and offers fully annotated and fully
functional examples that you can put to work immediately. Each chapter adds detailed summaries, practice questions to
ensure comprehension, and exercises so you can apply what you've learned to new situations. Written by the bestselling
author team of Jesse Liberty, Dan Hurwitz, and Brian MacDonald, Learning ASP.NET 3.5 offers complete, up-to-date
coverage of ASP.NET 3.5 and AJAX. The book includes: Chapters that are designed as a series of tutorials on different
aspects of web development Examples in each chapter that illustrate how a new concept works. Different chapters
feature either a single running example with several stages, or a series of smaller examples A single large example in the
final chapter offers that uses everything the reader has learned VB, JavaScript, and SQL Cheat Sheet sidebars to help
readers with no little or no background with those topics AJAX-style fully integrated into ASP.NET programming -- the
way it should be taught and used If you want to get up to speed with the world's most popular web development
technology, Learning ASP.NET 3.5 is the best resource for the job.
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